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The professional responsibility model of physician leadership

Frank A. Chervenak, MD; Laurence B. McCullough, PhD; Robert L. Brent, MD, PhD, DSc (Hon)
Physician leaders are confronted by nu-
merous challenges on a daily basis.

These range from making decisions about
improving patient safety1-3 to managing

isruptive physician behavior,4 the alloca-
tion of organizational resources,5 securing
cooperation from reluctant colleagues for
the use of evidence-based guidelines,3 and
obtaining vital resources from organiza-
tional leaders who promise prompt action
and then obfuscate and delay.6 These chal-
lenges require effective management,
which includes attention to the ethical is-
sues at the core of many of these leadership
challenges. The purpose of this article is to
provide physician leaders with guidance
for identifying and managing common
leadership challenges on the basis of the
professional responsibility model of physi-
cian leadership that is based on the profes-
sional responsibility model of obstetric
ethics.7

The professional responsibility model
of physician leadership emphasizes lead-
ership as a way of life. In short, leader-
ship is a philosophy. To articulate lead-
ership as a philosophy and explicate the
professional responsibility model, we
draw on the work of historical figures
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that is relevant to the ethics of physician
leadership (the Table, in which figures
are listed in the order in which their ideas
are utilized). We then deploy the profes-
sional responsibility model of physician
leadership to provide guidance for phy-
sician leaders at the individual and orga-
nizational levels.

Leadership as a philosophy
Leadership as a philosophy includes the
ability to articulate a vision and imple-
ment strategies requisite for accomplish-
ing the mission, managerial competence,
and, especially, appropriate ethical val-
ues. Management knowledge and skills
are essential components of leadership.
It cannot be overstated that health care
organizations are no exception to the
general managerial dictum that revenues
must exceed expenses. In the absence of
excess revenues, no physician leader can
capitalize an organization’s future and
the organization’s viability will decline
and possibly cease to exist. In addition,
physician leaders must develop, imple-
ment, and enforce policies and practices
that ensure both the quality and service
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leaders must not lose sight of the fact that
medicine is not primarily a business but
they also must be committed to the com-
petent management of the business as-
pects of medicine.8

The core component of leadership as a
philosophy is appropriate ethical values.
Ethical values should shape mission and
requisite strategy and guide manage-
ment decisions. Plato (424 –348 BCE)
articulated perhaps the most influential
philosophy of leadership in the Western
tradition in his classic work, Republic9

(Table). For Plato, the best leader is the
philosopher king, someone who has
been rigorously trained for years in the
life of service to those subordinate to his
power. This is a demanding way of life, in
which the philosopher king understands
his own interests entirely in terms of the
interests of the citizens of the republic,
who are subordinate to his power. In the
technical language of ethics, the philoso-
pher king has the fiduciary and funda-
mental responsibility to protect and pro-
mote the interests of subordinates and
keep self-interest systematically second-
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tion and purpose to the leadership role.
Without this commitment to the life of
service and the direction it provides,
Plato rightly feared that leaders will be-
come predatory and subordinates unac-
ceptably harmed.9,10

A modern expression of platonic lead-
ership philosophy can be found in the
work of one of the most highly regarded
scholars of management science, Peter
Drucker (1909-2005). Drucker suc-
cinctly summarized leadership as a phi-
osophy in a way that Plato would in-
tantly recognize: “Leadership without
irection is useless . . . As the pace of
hange in our world continues to accel-
rate, strong basic values become in-
reasingly necessary to guide leadership
ehavior.”11

The professional responsibility model
of physician leadership
Two physician-philosophers articulated
the ethical concept of medicine as a pro-
fession and the professional virtues that
should guide physician leaders. John
Gregory (1724-1773) addressed medical
professionalism in the practice of medi-
cine (Table). Thomas Percival (1740-
1804) addressed medical professional-
ism at the organizational level (Table).
They did so to correct the entrepreneur-
ial, self-interested, and guild-interested
practice of British medicine in the mid
and late eighteenth century and forge
medicine into a profession worthy of the
name.12

Gregory trained at the medical schools

TABLE
Historical figures relevant to mode

Philosophical figure Dates Relev

Plato 424-348 BCE Comm
...................................................................................................................

John Gregory, MD 1724-1773 Maint
...................................................................................................................

Thomas Percival, MD 1740-1804 Maint
...................................................................................................................

Immanuel Kant 1724-1804 Resp
one’s

...................................................................................................................

Aristotle 384-322 BCE Pursu
...................................................................................................................

Thomas Hobbes 1588-1679 Preve
...................................................................................................................

Niccolo Machiavelli 1469-1527 Analy
cultur

...................................................................................................................

Chervenak. Professional responsibility and physician lead
in Edinburgh and Leiden. Both medical
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schools were deeply influenced by the
scientific and clinical teaching of Her-
mann Boerhaave (1668-1738). Boer-
haave’s conception of medicine and
teaching were steeped in Francis Bacon’s
(1561-1626) philosophy of medicine.
Bacon called for physicians to improve
medicine on the basis of “experience,”
the accumulation of data from carefully
observed processes and outcomes of pa-
tient care. Gregory repeatedly cited Ba-
con as a major influence.12,13

Gregory became Professor of Medi-
cine in Edinburgh in the last 7 years of his
short life, where he gave extended lec-
tures on medical ethics before taking stu-
dents to the Royal Infirmary of Edin-
burgh for their clinical instruction.
Gregory turned these lectures into the
first text in English on professional med-
ical ethics, in which he introduced the
ethical concept of medicine as a profes-
sion.12,13 One of his motivations was to
replace the marketplace model of relent-
less self-interest, which resulted in ram-
pant distrust, with the life of service to
patients, which will earn patients’ trust.
For example, “man-midwives,” physi-
cians trained in obstetrics and exclusive
users of the then-advanced technology of
forceps, competed intensely with female
midwives for the small market of well-
to-do women who could afford to pur-
chase their services. Gregory’s concern
was that pregnant women were ill served
by this competition unregulated by pro-

medical leadership
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Competition guided by professionalism
is acceptable.13

His concept of medicine as a profes-
sion has 2 components. The professional
physician commits to intellectual excel-
lence by becoming and remaining scien-
tifically and clinically competent and
then practicing medicine to exacting sci-
entific standards. Using the language of
Bacon, Gregory called for physicians to
submit clinical judgment and practice to
the discipline of experience-based rea-
soning. In doing so, Gregory anticipated
by 2 centuries what is now known as the
deliberative, evidence-based practice of
medicine. The professional physician
also commits to moral excellence. The
physician does so by committing to the
protection and promotion of the pa-
tient’s health-related interests as the
physician’s primary concern and moti-
vation and to keeping self-interest con-
sistently secondary. The physician also
commits to moral excellence by keeping
the group interests of physicians, ex-
pressed for example in attempts by man-
midwives to ban female midwives from
obstetrical practice, systematically sec-
ondary. Percival captures this compo-
nent when he called for physicians to
treat medicine, not as a merchant guild,
but as a “public trust.”14

Percival complements Gregory’s focus
on clinical practice by addressing organi-
zational ethics. Percival was an accom-
plished scientist, public health advocate,
moralist, and community leader. His
Medical Ethics was the first book thus en-
titled in the global history of medical eth-
ics.15 Percival’s Medical Ethics became
he inspiration for the first modern na-
ional code of medical ethics, the 1847
ode of Medical Ethics of the American
edical Association.16

Percival was concerned about the
fierce competition among the physi-
cians, surgeons, and apothecaries at the
Royal Infirmary of Manchester, Eng-
land, which, at times, resulted in pro-
found organizational dysfunction. He
called for the creation of an organiza-
tional culture of professionalism, based
on the mutual, evidence-based account-
ability of physicians and surgeons, who
were still separate guilds (known as the
rn
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of the processes and outcomes of patient
care. He also called for organizational re-
sources to be based primarily on the eth-
ical principle of beneficence and not pri-
marily on economics.

One distinctive feature of Gregory’s
and Percival’s medical ethics is that they
identified the clinical implications of the
concept of medicine as a profession by
appealing to 4 professional virtues.8 The
eadership counterparts of these profes-
ional virtues constitute the professional
esponsibility model of physician leader-
hip. Together the professional virtues
ive ethical substance and direction to
he physician leader’s role, complement-
ng managerial skills.

The first is self-effacement, which obli-
gates physician leaders to be unbiased.
They should not show favoritism to their
own specialties or friends in a health care
organization or on the basis of gender or
shared academic pedigree.10 Nor should
they show favoritism in decisions about
resources in a merged institution, in
which they were formerly in a leadership
position in one of the components. The
second is self-sacrifice, the willingness to
risk individual and organizational self-
interest, especially in the economic do-
main. Physician leaders must pay atten-
tion to the bottom-line (no margin, no
mission) but they should not focus
exclusively on the bottom-line. They
should, instead, value economics as a
tool rather than an overriding value. The
organization’s mission should be the
guiding value. Self-sacrifice obligates
physician leaders to take risks for the or-
ganization’s legitimate fiscal self-interest
when necessary to accomplish mission,
eg, in securing funding for essential clin-
ical services that do not make a profit.10

The third is compassion, which obligates
hysician leaders to be aware of and re-
pond with appropriate support to the
istress of colleagues and staff. To fulfill
his obligation, physician leaders should
outinely ask, “What can I do to help?”
he fourth, and bedrock, virtue is integ-

ity, which obligates physician leaders to
ake management decisions on the ba-

is of intellectual and moral excellence.
ntellectual excellence requires clinical
are, research, and education to have a

trong evidence base. Moral excellence
equires putting the interests of patients
rst and keeping individual and organi-
ational self-interest systematically sec-
ndary. Adherence to self-effacement,
elf-sacrifice, and compassion is the key
o achieving moral excellence. Indicators
f integrity in physician leaders, by
hich they should be judged, include
pen and honest communication, acces-
ibility, and accountability.

The ethical concept of medicine as a
rofession emphasizes a reality of which
ercival was especially aware: physicians
ill be able to achieve sustainable profes-

ionalism only in the context of a sup-
ortive organizational culture. Physician

eaders bear the responsibility for creat-
ng sustainable cultures of organiza-
ional professionalism, permeated by the
ffects of routinely fulfilling the obliga-
ions of the 4 professional virtues of phy-
ician leaders.8,10

Deploying the professional
responsibility model
of physician leadership
Professional treatment of colleagues
Professional treatment of colleagues re-
quires that they be treated with respect.
The moral philosophy of Immanuel
Kant (1724-1804) is essential for under-
standing what “respect” means. Kant’s
enduring contribution to the global his-
tory of moral philosophy is his categori-
cal imperative.17 This perhaps forbid-
ding phrase means that we should treat
each other as ends and not simply as
means to achieving one’s own or an or-
ganization’s interests. When leaders
treat colleagues as ends and not mere
means, leaders show respect for each col-
league as a person. In health care organi-
zations, the end that all should seek for
themselves is professionalism, which has
received great emphasis in the medical
literature.18 Physician leaders can imple-

ent the professional responsibility
odel and the categorical imperative by

upporting and rewarding professional
olleagues and staff in routinely fulfilling
heir commitments to patient care, re-
earch, and education and keep the lead-
r’s and organization’s self-interest
ystematically secondary.19 Respect for

colleagues and staff as persons includes

fulfilling leadership commitments and o
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accepting enforcement of such commit-
ments. The familiar management tool of
securing “buy in” becomes ethically sig-
nificant only when the organization’s
leaders make respect for persons a reality
rather than a slogan.

Professional resource management
It is commonplace in the medical ethics
literature to claim that resource manage-
ment should be based on the ethical
principle of justice. Aristotle (384 –322
BCE) provided the canonical formula-
tion of justice: seeing to it that each indi-
vidual receives what is due to him or her
by treating like cases alike.20 Physician
eaders struggle with the demands of jus-
ice in making resource management deci-
ions. In the history of philosophy, com-
eting accounts have emerged of what
akes like cases alike, with different impli-

ations for resource management.
One major view, utilitarianism, holds

hat cases should be judged alike based
n their consequences. Utilitarian justice

n a health care organization endorses
olicies and practices that advance the
rganization’s mission.21 This commit-

ment, however, can result in inequality
of burdens, such as “taxes” and salary
and time for teaching, patient care, and
research.10 These outcomes are accept-
able in the logic of utilitarian justice. The
challenge for physician leaders is that
such inequalities can be experienced as
unfair or inequities, when viewed from
the perspective of a competing view of
justice. Libertarian justice defines unfair-
ness or inequity in terms of the processes of
decision making and therefore emphasizes
fairness of process.21 Fair processes of or-
anizational decision making identify and
ddress the obligations and interests of all
takeholders. Fair processes are consistent
ith wide differences in resource alloca-

ion for salaries and space. Libertarian jus-
ice also supports privileges and power
ased on the generation of revenue
treams. The problem with libertarian
ustice is that it disadvantages individu-
ls and clinical services that do not gen-
rate large revenues or margins but are
ssential to the organization’s mission.
galitarian justice explains why such
utcomes are unfair, because it makes

bligatory the protection of economi-
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cally weak and vulnerable organizational
units that are essential to the organiza-
tion’s mission.21

The professional responsibility model
invokes the corrective force of egalitar-
ian justice to prevent the inequities of
utilitarian and libertarian justice. The
professional responsibility model guides
the physician leader in the just manage-
ment of organizational resources by jus-
tifying constraints on the fiscal claims or
demands of utilitarians and libertarians
to create an organizational culture of
professionalism that is sustainable be-
cause it is fair as well as fiscally viable
and accountable. Such a culture will
prevent the distorting effects of claims
to special privilege and power by fiscal
“rainmakers.”

Professional use of power
Physician leaders, by virtue of their posi-
tion, exercise power, the ability to make
and implement decisions, directly or
through others. Thomas Hobbes (1588-
1679) was the political philosopher par
excellence of power.22 Hobbes lived
hrough the English civil war, in which
ower was exercised without constraint.
obbes’ called for power to be con-

trained by a social contract, because the
lternative was life that would be “soli-
ary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short.”22

The professional leadership model calls
for constraints on organizational and
individual power based on medical
professionalism.23,24

Physician leaders can confront 2 kinds
of organizational power.25 Monopoly
power is wielded by sellers with a domi-
nant position in a market, such as a med-
ical school with a closed staff. Leaders
can also confront monopsony power,
the dominance of a single seller, such as
an independent hospital that is a primary
affiliate of a medical school. Monopoly
and monopsony power both can affect
the mission of creating a sustainable cul-
ture of professionalism by exploitation.
Exploitation occurs when power is used
to advance self-interest by unfairly shift-
ing financial burdens onto others whose
interests are harmed, eg, leadership issu-
ing unfunded mandates to physicians or
clinical services for quality improvement

or patient satisfaction. The professional c
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responsibility model calls on physician
leaders exercising monopoly or monop-
sony power to provide transparent justi-
fication that constrains the exercise of
such power by showing that the con-
straint is consistent with an organiza-
tional culture of professionalism and is
not exploitative. Physician leaders sub-
ject to such power are justified in insist-
ing on such transparent justification.

The alternative to ethically justified
constraint on power is the exercise of raw
power, power that cannot demonstrate a
connection to professional responsibil-
ity, such as penalizing clinical services for
failing to meet completely unrealistic rev-
enue expectations. Hobbes helps us to un-
derstand the result: the “war of all against
all”22 that tears a health care organization
part. The war of all against all invited by
xercising raw power is not benign; it is
oxic to cultures of medical professional-
sm. The professional responsibility model
f physician leadership prohibits without
xception the exercise of raw power and
ustifies determined resistance to it.

rofessional response to
rganizational dysfunction

key component of physician leaders’
esponsibility for creating sustainable
rganizational cultures of professional-

sm is the prevention and effective man-
gement of organizational dysfunction.
he political philosopher Niccolo Ma-
hiavelli (1469-1527) has contributed a
ell-known adjective to the English lan-
uage, “Machiavellian,” which connotes
ctions based on cunning or, worse, bad
aith.26 Dysfunctional organizational cul-

tures can exhibit Machiavellian tendencies
when the appearance of professionalism
masks the neglect or absence of profession-
alism. Physician leaders, by fulfilling their
obligation to create sustained organiza-
tional cultures of professionalism, can ob-
viate the need to cultivate the cunning
skills of the Machiavellian physician.

Organizational dysfunction is a pro-
gressive disorder,6 first presenting as a
ynical organizational culture. A cynical
rganizational culture6 exhibits a deteri-
rating connection between organiza-
ional rhetoric and reality and a defen-
ive posture of leadership in response to

riticism. For example, a dean may extol

ONTH 2012
he virtues of teaching but leave un-
hanged a long-standing promotion sys-
em that ignores teaching in favor of re-
earch and publication. In such a culture,
hysicians committed to professional-

sm find each other and form moral en-
laves that provide strength and support
or efforts to confront and reform the de-
erioration of professionalism.

The next stage of deterioration is a
onderland culture6 in which organiza-

tional rhetoric becomes self-deceptive
when used by leaders, who expect subor-
dinates to embrace self-deception. For
example, the mission statement empha-
sizes honest business practice, when it is
common knowledge that the organiza-
tion has systematic shortcomings in this
area. Response to criticism takes the
form of denial and accusations of disloy-
alty. In such a culture, physicians com-
mitted to professionalism strengthen
their moral enclaves and vigorously seek
to resist and expose self-deception as an-
tithetical to professionalism.

The next stage of deterioration is a
Kafkaesque culture,6 in which organiza-
tional rhetoric and reality become dis-
sociative. For example, a department
chairman strongly publicizes the ap-
pointment of a new associate chairman
for patient safety and quality and then
provides a budget that is entirely inade-
quate to improve patient safety. The re-
sponse of leaders to criticism is threats,
for example, in the form of, “You might
be happier elsewhere.” In such a culture,
physicians committed to professional-
ism strengthen their moral enclaves
against organizational assault on profes-
sional integrity, recognizing the futility
and grave personal danger of attempts to
change the culture.

Things can get worse; an organization
can devolve into a postmodern culture.6

The connection between organizational
rhetoric and reality, as well as the response
of leaders to criticism, becomes incoherent
and unpredictable in its variation. Truth is
no longer valued. For example, a physician
leader is able with aplomb to make incom-
patible promises to different constituen-
cies and then expresses surprise and dis-
may about the inability of the different
constituencies to work together for the

good of the organization. In such a culture
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physicians committed to professionalism
form moral fortresses until there is a
change of leadership that recognizes and
seeks to treat a very sick culture; otherwise
such physicians quit.

There are 2 common signs of progres-
sive organizational dysfunction: strategic
procrastination and strategic ambiguity.27

Strategic procrastination of organizational
leaders is evidenced by delays in making
and implementing decisions about fund-
ing and other vital aspects of the organiza-
tion’s mission, as well as responding slowly
to inquiries about such matters. Strategic
ambiguity of organizational leaders can
take several forms. Leaders can make fi-
nancial or other promises without a de-
tailed documentation of the promise and
commitment to a plan of implementation.
Leaders can order a subordinate to termi-
nate someone’s employment and then ex-
press perplexity about why the termina-
tion occurred. Leaders can also use the
rhetoric of organizational excellence with-
out offering policies and budgets that
make the rhetoric actionable. Strategic
procrastination and ambiguity are used by
leaders to preserve their power for its own
sake and to avoid resolution of organiza-
tional challenges and problems–behaviors
toxic to an organizational culture based on
professional responsibility.

Conclusion
The challenges physician leaders confront
today call to mind Odysseus’ challenge to
steer his fragile ship successfully on a very
narrow path between the 2 disastrous op-
tions of Scylla and Charybdis, sea monsters
that threatened to destroy him and his
crew. The modern Scylla takes the form of
ever-increasing pressures to provide more
resources for professional liability, compli-
ance, patient satisfaction, central adminis-
tration, and a host of other demands. The
modern Charybdis takes the form of ever-
increasing pressures to procure resources
when fewer are available and competition
for them is unrelenting, including man-
aged care, hospital administration, payers,
employers, patients who are uninsured or
underinsured, research funding, and phi-
lanthropy. The professional responsibility
model guides physician leaders by proving

an explicitly ethical set of responses. The
failure to implement the kind of responses
that we have identified means that physi-
cian leaders will tolerate what profession-
alism prohibits: undermining professional
responsibility by allowing the emergence
of organizational cultures that are antithet-
ical to the life of service to patients first ar-
ticulated by Plato and translated into med-
ical ethics by Drs Gregory and Percival.
Such organizational cultures would be de-
void of moral worth occupied by “physi-
cian leaders” who, in the words of T. S. El-
iot, would be “hollow men and stuffed
men” working in the “dead land.”28 f
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